
Unit 3 Properties of Matter 
(Waves of Energy) 

1. Basically everything that exist in the universe is classified as either Matter, Anti-Matter, or ENERGY. How do 
packets of ENERGY “photons” exist? {As Waves} 
 

2. All waves, every single type of wave ever exist purely to do what? 
{Transfer ENERGY} 
Use the diagram () of the RED WAVE and the BLUE WAVE to respond to items #3 – 6 below.  

3. Which wave has longest wavelength? {The Red Wave } 
 

4. Which wave has the highest frequency? {The Blue Wave} 
 

5. Which wave carries the most ENERGY? {The Blue Wave} 
 

6. Both waves are Transverse Waves (electromagnetic), so which one travels the fastest?  
 
7. The graph to the left () correctly shows the 
relationship between the Frequency and Energy of a wave. 
Read this graph and explain what information it represents,  
As Frequency Increases, Energy Increases (Directly Related) 
8. The graph to the right () correctly shows the 
relationship between Frequency and Wavelength of a wave. 
Read this graph and explain what information it represents. 
As Frequency Increases, Wavelength Decreases (Inversely Related 

 
9. The frequencies of two mechanical (sound) waves, P and Q, are 20 Hz and 100 Hz, respectively. What can be 

concluded about the characteristics of these two mechanical waves? (Multiple Answers)  
a. The energy of P is less than that of Q 
b. The energy of P is more than that of Q 
c. The energy of P and Q are equal.  

d. The wavelength of P is longer than Q 
e. The wavelength of P is shorter than Q 
f. The wavelengths of P and Q are equal  

 
10.  Analyze the figure to the right (), it represents 

how Frequency (Hz), Wavelength (λ), and ENERGY 
change throughout the electromagnetic spectrum. 
Which of the following are True? (Multiple Answers) 

a. Wave 1, 2, 3, & 4 are in order from left to right of increasing λ. 
b. Wave 1, 2, 3, & 4 are in order from left to right of decreasing λ. 
c. Wave 1, 2, 3, & 4 are in order from left to right of increasing Hz. 
d. Wave 1, 2, 3, & 4 are in order from left to right of decreasing Hz. 
e. Wave 1, 2, 3, & 4 are in order from left to right of increasing ENERGY. 
f. Wave 1, 2, 3, & 4 are in order from left to right of decreasing ENERGY. 

 
Use the diagram of longitudinal and transverse waves to respond to items 11 - 15 
11. Which waves vibrate particles and are interpreted by 

our hearing neural pathway as sound? 
Longitudinal Waves  

12. Which type of wave is light? 
Transverse Wave 

13. Which wave travels faster? 
Transverse Wave (Speed of Light) 

14. How would the diagram of the logitudingal wave look 
different if the frequency was increased? 
The Compressions would be closer together  

15. How would the diagram of the transverse wave look 
different if the frequency was decreased? 
The Wavelengths would get longer/wider  


